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“Papooses Take Breather, Await Game With Kittens” by Ernie Witucki: The Papooses 
football team takes a hard loss against the Utah State Ramblers. A series of unfortunate events 
and fumbles and interceptions, stopped the Papooses from scoring and led to their defeat of 8-0. 
The Papooses have a bye week to prepare for the highly anticipated game against the BYU 
Kittens who will be “psychologically prepared” for the game especially since the Papooses have 
already beat them this season according to Summerhayes. 
 
“Utah State Leads Nation Defensively”: The Utah State Aggies are at the top of their game 
defensively and their statistics show that. They’ve only allowed their opposing teams a total of 
41.3 rushing yards total all season. BYU’s Bill Wright, Utah’s Joe Borich, and Iowa State’s 
Dave Hoppmann are also performing well and leading the nation in rushing yards, passes 
received and punting distance. 
 
“Two Games Set in Skyline Over Weekend”: Wyoming’s football team, led by quarterback 
Chuck Lamson are heading to New Mexico in hopes of maintaining their spot on the top twenty 
list. BYU is experiencing some setbacks as they have three major players injured for their game 
against Colorado State at home. Utah State is headed to Western Michigan University and 
hoping to end their shutout streak that they’ve had for their past three games. 
 
List of Advertisements: 

1. The Oxford Shop advertises their unique men’s shoes of distinct character.  
2. Boeing is advertising their open jobs they’re looking to fill with college students. Their 

slogan is “We’re looking forward to meeting you.” 
 
List of Cartoons and Art: 

1. Boeing has a cartoon of two men shaking hands saying “Engineer? Scientist!” as a part of 
their advertisement 
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“Utes Attempt Comeback Against Buffs” by Joe Ribotto: Utah’s Redskins will play number 
eight team Colorado who is predicted to have a great passing game. Coach Nagel was very proud 
of his teams win and claimed that nothing can take away from their fine victory.  
 
“Pine Receives Nomination to 1961 All-American Team”: Out of fifty one candidates for the 
1961 All-American Team, five of them (Ed Pine, Utah center, Merlin Olsen Utah tackle, Willie 
Redmond, Utah guard, Tom Larseheld, Utah halfback and Chuck Lamson, Wyoming 
quarterback) were a part of the Skyline Conference. These players had made it through another 
cut of players which had seventy six nominees. There will be one final selection before the final 
1961 All-American team will be selected. 
 
“Utah vs. Colorado” 
 
List of Advertisements: 

1. KWIC Refreshing Radio is promoting that they play Americas most popular music. The 
slogan is “THE Album Station.” 

2. Hibbs clothing is advertising the most popular and famous brands of sports jackets for 
only $35. The Slogan is “Colored by a Genius! So you look your smartest in a Hibbs 
Sports Coat.” 

3. Hires Drive-Inn is advertised. The slogan is “Good food buyers drive to Hires!” 
4. Luigi’s House of Pizza is advertising their new location.  

 
List of Cartoons and Art: 

1. There is a photo of Ron Manno, starting left guard against Colorado  
2. A cartoon man is drawn on Hibb’s advertisement. 
3. Luigi’s House of Pizza has their logo on their advertisement.  
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“Coed ‘Vampires’ To Stage Bloodletting On U Campus”: The Fall quarter blood drive, 
sponsored by the ROTC with , will be held on Tuesday where all students, faculty members and 
employees of the University of Utah are encouraged to participate. Cochairmen Deanne 
Simmons and Sally Anderson want to remind students their participation can help many people 
around the country and in the Armed Services and the importance of having a solid amount of 
blood on reserve because there are threats of nuclear war. There will be trophies awarded to the 
largest participating group out of fraternities, service and religious, residence halls and military 
organizations. The goal is to donate more than last year which they collected 418 pints. They 
also offer incentive by pointing out that students who participate in the blood drive can get blood 
from the American Red Cross bank for free if there’s an emergency. 
 



“U.S. Issues Warning to Soviet Union” by Associated Press: Secretary of Defense Robert S. 
McNamara claims the U.S. has the forces necessary to fight to defend our rights and 
responsibilities if necessary and that America plans to fight for our rights if and when the time 
comes. The U.S. is “broadening the range of weapons at our disposal in a contest initiated at a 
low level of violence.” McNamara made these claims at a dinner at the Dinkler Plaza Hotel. 
 
“Redskins Defeat Favored Buffs 21-12” by Joe Ribotto: The Utes worked hard on Saturday 
and pulled out a win against the Boulder, Colorado Buffs. The win will go down in history as the 
biggest win in coach Nagel’s four years and it ended up bumping the Buffs from the rankings. 
Before the game, the Buffs were favored to win by 14 points. The ideal weather for football 
brought out over 25,000 Buffs fans. The Utes lead 14-6 at the end of the 1st half but they weren’t 
too confident as Colorado had recently scored 3 touchdowns in 11 minutes against Kansas. By 
the start of the 4th quarter, the Utes were anxious and drew unnecessary penalties and the Buffs 
converted them into a touchdown. The Buffs scored yet again but ended up walking off the field 
with a loss.  
 
“Women’s Week Begins Tuesday”: Sponsored by the Associated Women Students, ‘Women’s 
Week’ starts on Tuesday and will run until Friday. The weeks thee is ‘The Magic Touch’ in 
hopes to bring awareness of AWS to campus. Dean Virginia P. Frobes will be featured in a 
lyceum on Thursday in the Union. There will be hair and makeup demonstrations on random 
volunteers from the audience on Wednesday at 2 p.m. There will be a dance held at 9 p.m. on 
Friday with music provided by Bill Link’s Combo and tickets are only $2 per couple. Pay Day 
Night event, where women pay one cent for every minute they’re out past closing hours, will go 
towards the AWS scholarship fund.  
 
“Sound Off Considers Merits Of Religion” 
 
“Montoya Plans U Concert”: Carlos Montoya, a flamenco guitarist, will play in Kingsbury 
Hall at 8:15 p.m. along with an orchestra and they will be playing Montoya’s original works that 
“came from his heart.”  Free tickets are available to Activity Card Holders and are $2 for the 
public. Montoya is unique in that he doesn’t allow anyone, not even his wife, to carry or hold his 
guitar.  
 
“Border Patrols Exchange Gas Grenades” by Associated Press 
 
“Cape Canaveral, FLA” 
 
“Bonham, TX.” 
 
“Moscow”  
 
“Sound Off Considers Merits Of Religion” 
 
“Literary Series Begins With Poetry Reading”: Pen, University literary magazine sponsors a 
free literary series reading night where Brewster Ghiselin, author of ‘Against the Circle, The 
Nets, and The Creative Process’ will be reading from some of his poems. The goal of the event is 



to show faculty, staff and students some work that is connected with Pen. Editor Bob Browning 
believes this will be a great night for Utah students to be connected on campus 
 
List of Advertisements: 

1. The deadline for material submission to the Pen in hopes of winning cash prizes is 
Friday. 

 
List of Photos: 

1. Brewster Ghiselin from Pen Lecture 
2. Cochairman Deanne Simmons and Sally Anderson of the “coed vampires” are shown 

holding a poster for the blood drive 
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“Whirlpool of Confusion…”: Though ASUU has completed over half of a term, there are few 
results. ASUU Vice-President Ralph Thomson claimed in September that there will be a group 
of students to “investigate the problem of discrimination against foreign students and minority 
group Americans.” The Student body at other universities are taking action and we need to as 
well in areas such as approved University housing, barber shops and salons, restaurants and other 
areas/businesses students frequently visit. ASUU President Steve Brockbank acknowledges that 
they should have had all of these programs set in place by the start of the fall semester but that it 
won’t be ready until winter quarter. They are working to gain student support.  
 
“The Round Table” by Chuck Akerlow: Chuck Akerlow claims that he and other students are 
very frustrated with the lack of achievements made by President Oplin and other members of the 
Student Government. Akerlow claims that much was promised with no delivery and projects 
getting done before the term is over doesn’t look promising. He claims that the students have 
apathy about many things because the lack of accomplishments made by the elected Student 
Government.  
 
“To Each His Own…”: In a letter to the editor, students question why the student tickets they 
get by paying fees can’t be extended to others when they’re unavailable to attend. The University 
claims that it’s anticipated that not all students will be able to attend every game and that’s why 
they pay a smaller fee than the full price of a ticket to every game. Students feel that this couldl 
be incentive when the new fieldhouse is built.  
 
“Ute Excuse List” 
 
List Of Advertisements: 

1. The Utah Daily Chronical has an ad announcing they publish an issue once a day, 
Monday-Friday during the school year except for test week. 



 
Classified Advertisements: 

1. Use Chronical Classified Ads! Advertising a list of examples that people can publish in 
the chronical such as rooms for rent, help wanted and things for sale 

 
List of Photographs 

1. Mr. Arkelow is photographed in the Round Table  
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“NROTC Gives ‘Commissions’ to Cadet Staff”: Many members of NROTC received 
certificates. Those gentlemen were: battalion commander James U. Blacksher, battalion 
Executive officer Randy J. Collinsbatatalion adjutant Joseph L. Galbraith, battalion supply 
officer Ronald R. MacKinnon, executive officers Richard V. Greene and James H. McElroy, and 
company commander Daniel J. Lynch. A special “BRAVO” to the platoon commanders Dennis 
R. Hiatt, Dennis S. VanLiew, Porter K. Henderson and John M. Engstrom. These men will hold 
their positions in office from 1961-62. 
 
“AWS Honors Top Coeds”: The Associate Women Students are honoring amazing women on 
campus during ‘Women’s Week.’  Roselyn Colombo, a biological science honors student is 
being honored this week. Along with being an honors student, Miss Colombo is a member of 
Cwean, vice president of Delta Delta Delta and vice president of Little Sisters of Minerva.  
 
“New Theater Nearing Finish”: The construction of the new Pioneer Memorial Theater is 
almost completed. It’s architecture is similar to the Salt Lake Theater but it has a modern feel 
and function. There will be lots of space for actors to rehearse and learn and it will seat just 
under 1,000 people. The Salt Lake Theater and Memorial Theater share many similarities like 
both being completed on July 1 (of different years).  
 
List of Advertisements: 

1. Calling U lists a series of events being held on campus 
2. Monarch portable typewriter by Remington is being shown as the perfect Christmas gift 

 
 
List of Photos and Cartoons: 

1. NROTC Midshipman group of officers is photographed in the NROTC Gives 
‘Commissions’ to Cadet Staff article 

2. Roselyn Colombo is pictured 
3. A photo of a woman on the phone is under the New Theater Nearing Finish article 
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“Band Meets Team At Airport”: The Utah marching band welcomed the football team home at 
the airport by playing a couple of songs to celebrate the victory. The Cheerleaders and Alumni 
were at the game in Boulder. Abuot 550 students from the Air Force, Army and Naval ROTC 
were at the game for Veteran’s Day. Jeff Jonas was unable to play due to an Achilles injury but 
was there supporting the team and Gordon Dotson had the best play of the game.  
 
List of Advertisements:  

1. Jockey Briefs is advertising their new underwear. The motto is “I would never have 
surrendered England… if I’d had JOCKEY support” 

2. Pressaleaf is advertising the Utonian 62 for only $6 
3. Tower Theaters is showing The Man in the Moon and League of Gentlemen 
4. Zion’s Bookstore has restocked their collection 
5. Tampico dinner house is advertising that their food is served with “true Mexican 

Hospitality” 
6. Artcarved Diamond and Wedding Rings is advertising their new rings using College 

Queen Pat Weaver as the headline 
7. Bennion’s Boyd Park diamonds are advertised. The slogan is Play it Smart! 
 

List of Photos and Cartoons: 
1. Marv Fleming, tight end for the U is pictured 
2. Richard the Lion-Hearted, the cartoon advertisement for Jockey Briefs is shown 
3. A picture of a diamond ring and wedding band is shown along with a photo of Pat 

Weaver wearing her pageant crown for Artcarved’s ad. 
4. A photo of Dick Bennion is shown on his diamond add 
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“Mr. Sam ‘Sinking’ Doctor Says” 
 
“Newsletter”: The deadline for submitting general information to the faculty newsletter is 
Thursday. 
 
“Dean Frobes To Speak At Women’s Week Lyceum”: Dean Forbes is speaking at Noon in 
the Union to kick off ‘Women’s Week.’ The week’s theme is “Magic Touch” and Dean Frobes 



plans to incorporate that into her speech. She will comment on stereotypes in higher education 
and the importance of femininity and hopes to empower women and her lecture is designed for 
female students.  
 
“Blood Sweat And Tears Not Necessary – Just Blood”: The ROTC and AFROTC are hosting 
their annual blood drive and it starts today. Cochairmen Deanne Simmons and Sally Anderson 
urge Utes to “Help on the Home Front.” Students who donate will get to draw from the 
American Red Cross free of charge in case of an emergency. 
 
“Ute Travel Club Program To Highlight Nigeria”: Dr. J. Michael Hagopian is narrating his 
all-color documentary called “Africa Awakens in Modern Nigeria” in Kingsbury Hall tonight at 
8:15. Tickets are half-priced for University students with their activity card after 6. The film has 
a large range of content from the African landscape to the issues the country faces and political 
issues.  
 
“U.S., Britain Call Soviets For ‘Ban’ Talk”: The U.S. and Great Britain are trying to be in 
talks with the Soviet Union about a nuclear test ban treaty. It is still unknown if the Russians will 
accept the offer or not. The Soviet Union broke the moratorium on nuclear testing and have since 
exploded over 30 more. 
 
“Officer Returns From Meet With Nehru” By Judy Jackson: Union Board chairman, Phil 
Pugsley went to a conference of the Collegiate Council for the United Nations which was 
addressed by Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru. Nehru thinks the avoidance of war is the most 
important problem facing the world and that the first step to solving the problem is to feed the 
starving people in the world and the solution to world peace needs to come from something other 
than war.  
 
“British Consul To Lecture At U” 
 
List of Advertisements:  
None 
 
List of Photos and Cartoons: 

1. Dean Frobes is pictured 
2. Malobe, one of the children from the Nigeria trip is pictured 
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“Avoid Those Errors”: The printed errors are published and the editor apologizes for any 
mistakes made. The mistakes were published. They were also dated.  
 



“Hitchhiking Through Europe” by Ralph P. Vanderheide : In Santa Cruz the district of 
Seville it’s known that you don’t make noise after it is dark. Vanderheide learned this as he was 
in Europe but met a family who sang all the time. It’s culture that in Europe, they don’t work an 
hour before they have to and at dinner hours before it was customary. 
 
“Letters to the Editor”: Four different, short letters to the editor are published 
 
“This Week We Honor” by Joann Emmerson : Judy Hansen, a well-liked student is honored 
by the committee.  She’s a senior and vice president of ACE, an organization for elementary 
education majors. She’s a member of the Green Room Committee, active in Spurs, president of 
Cwean which is an honor for junior girls. She’s had many different experiences in college that 
she loved but her favorite was touring Europe last summer. 
 
List of Advertisements: 
None 
 
List of Photos and Cartoons: 

1. A photo of Judy Hansen is shown 
2. A cartoon drawing of Ralph Vanderheide with backpacking gear is shown 

 
List of Classified Ads: 

1. A list of potential advertisements is shown with examples of what can be shown 
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“Meetings, Workshop Spice University Life”: The Symphony Ball will be held on November 
25 and tickets can be purchased from any Symphony member. Dinner and dance tickets can be 
bought for $20 per couple or dance tickets are $8.  Ute Alpine club elections are tonight at 7:30. 
The Residence Halls Association is holding a workshop on leadership concepts. 
 
“After Game Dance To Honor Team” 
 
“Miss Barnard Honored By AWS”: Jean Barnard is the national winner of the Singer 
dressmaking contest. She’s being honored by AWS. She won a $26,000 trip to New York along 
with a new sewing machine. 
 
List of Advertisements: 

1. Old Spice is advertising their NEW hair tonic 
2. Pan American Petroleum Corporation is advertising open appointment times 
3. The Union Dance Committee is hosting a dance after the game titled Will O’ the Wisp 
4. Tower theater is advertising their show times. The Man in the Moon and Gina 



 
List of Photos and Cartoons: 

1. There is a photo of a man and a woman in the old spice ad along with a hair bottle 
2. There is a cartoon picture of the Petroleum Corporation 
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“Two Units Honored This Week” by Joe Ribotio: The football team is being recognized for 
their hard work against Colorado. The staff also needs to be recognized. Many players are 
recognized and commended for their hard work. 
 
“Cowboys Finish Season With Win Over Lobos”: The Cowboys may join the Skyline 
Conference because they beat New Mexico on Saturday. They scored three times within eight 
minutes in the fourth quarter to bring the team to vicory. It was the last game of the year for 
Wyoming. 
 
List of Photos and Cartoons: 

1. The football team is pictured 
2. There is a cartoon for BOEING of two men shaking hands 

 
List of Advertisements: 

1. BOEING is advertising that they have a job for people with many different interests 
2. Yearbooks are being advertised for $6 
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“Dean Frobes Comment On Feminine ‘Magic Touch’”: Dean Frobes spoke on the ‘Magic 
Touch’ of women for Women’s Week yesterday at noon. A main point Frobes touched on was 
that women should never be apologetic for being feminine and intelligent. She also pointed out 
that while women in higher education are getting recognized, they’re still only being tolerated. 
She also claimed that the conflict between men and women in the career field is far from over. 
 
“Cyprus Woods Featured In Audubon Documentary”: Alexander Sprunt Jr. will be narrating 
Cyprus Kingdom in Kingsbury Hall at 8:15. The film is about the Seminole Indians and their 
way of life. Dr. Sprunt has been involved in wild-life tours since 1940 in Virginia, South 



Carolina and Texas. His primary interest is ornithology and was recently conferred the honor of 
Doctor or Science for his outstanding work in his field. 
 
“Coeds Get Hints on Make Up”: A free course for female students is offered by Mrs. Gladys 
Brown, the manager of Carel’s Institute of Beauty Culture for Women’s Week. She will 
demonstrate different techniques and have 12 representatives to help her instruct. There is a 
dance on Friday to end women’s week. Tickets are $2 a couple. 
 
“Exces Consider Civil Liberties, U Days Head”: Civil Liberties is heating up withing the 
Executive Council. Some say advertising would be a discriminatory practice and others say it 
would encourage discrimination in the ads. There will be a film on Civil Liberties in the Union 
Little Theater. Chairman of Homecoming, Senior Day and Welcome Week are requested. 
 
“Reuther Reports AFL-CIO Split” by Norman Walker: The AFL-CIO has yet to solve it’s 
international problems. Reuther, President of the Auto Workers Union has made it clear that the 
problems are only because of his preoccupation with the auto industry. The secretary-treasure 
made a public report and will be submitted on Thursday and Friday. They are being faced with 
the issue that there has been little to no progress in the past two years.  
 
“Blood Oozes From Donors As Utes Give 107 Pints”: The push for blood donation is still 
going strong. The 107th pint was just collected and many of the donars have claimed that it 
doesn’t hurt at all. The annual drive is under way and anyone can donate from 10-4. Trophies 
will be rewarded for the organization with the highest participation. 
 
List of Advertisements: 

1. Pen Contributions are noted 
 
List of Photos and Cartoons: 

1. There is a photo of Alexander Sprunt with binoculars  
2. A photo of a nurse attending to a man at a blood drive is shown 
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“Montoya Performance Praised”: Flamenco guitarist is praised for his performance in 
Kinsbury Hall on Monday. It was very fast paced and advanced and kept the audience very 
engaged. The rhythm and keys varied but the energy didn’t change. Montoya’s wife commented 
that she hears new things in her husband’s songs every time he plays them. He kept the show 
lively, imitated different calls and instruments and mixed up new and old songs. 
 
“Democratic Principles Influence Education” by Beniamino Fait: There have been many 
changes in the democratic party in Italy since World War II. It’s important to learn from the past 



and one way students can do this is by attending A.C.E. discussion groups at Murray High 
School. There are different problems all over the world, for example, here in the U.S. we don’t 
have enough teachers whereas in Italy, they have too many. 
 
“Letters to the Editor” 
 
“The White Paper” by Dennis White: Secretary of State Dean Rusk met with Minister Andre 
Gromyko of the Soviet Union about the Berlin Crisis. Last month, there was no solution and 
there is still no word on a solution today. The leaders are constantly in communication with each 
other but have yet to come to an understanding with one another. It will be necessary to come to 
a conclusion soon about Berlin because if a war is to start between the Soviet Union and Berlin, 
the U.S. is an ally to Berlin. 
 
“Excused List”: A list of students is excused for various reasons. The list claims they will not be 
on campus. 
 
“Winter, Spring Scholarships, Loans Offered”: There are only a limited number of 
scholarships left. Application forms are available at the Financial Aid and Scholarship office. 
Students must have over a 3.0 GPA to qualify. Students with lower GPA’s may be eligible for 
grants or loans. Deadline for both is December 1st. 
 
List of Advertisements: 

1. The daily Utah Chronical is advertised for 
 
List of photos and cartoons: 
 
List of Classified Ads: 

1. Roommates are wanted 
2. A portable sewing machine is up for sale 
3. A white Plastic Pocket Pencil is lost 
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“Education Talk Focuses on World Theme”: The seventh annual conference theme is 
Focusing on International Education. The Key note speaker at the event will be Assistant 
Commissioner for International Education is Oliver Caldwell. The conference will be held in 
Orson Spencer Hall and registration begins at 7:45 a.m. Participants will have the opportunity to 
attend 13 different sessions and discussion groups. 
 
 



“Miss Bjorkman Honored by AWS”: Carrie Bjorkman is honored for Women’s Week. She 
was a past AWS President, awarded an army scholarship for dietetics, was very involved in Chi 
Omega, Spurs Cwean and the economics club. She was 1 of only 8 who was awarded an army 
scholarship. 
 
“SAW’s Add 12 to ‘Little Sisters’”: Sigma Alpha Epsilon pledged 12 coeds as their “little 
sisters. The fraternity chose these girls after a two-week period. These girls will be “little sisters” 
for the next month until they receive a pin and sweatshirt. 
 
“ID Card Photos” 
 
List of Advertisements: 

1. Calling U has a schedule for activities and events coming up that students are invited to 
 
List of Photos and Cartoons: 

1. A photo of Carrie Bjorkman was shown 
2. A photo of the 12 little sisters having fun and smiling is shown 
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“Aggies Pace Skyline”: Tom Larscheid All-American halfback from Utah State is still setting 
the pace for all stars in the Sky Line Conference. He leads in offensive rushing with 685 yards 
and has scored 90 points. Team statistics are looking good for Utah State as they continue to lead 
5 out of 6 departments. 
 
“Hertzfeldt Named to UPI Star Backfield” 
 
“Utes Place in Top Twenty for First Time This Year”: The Utes are finally in the nation’s top 
twenty teams this week after they beat Colorado 21-12. This also pushed Colorado from 9th place 
to 10th. Texas is still number one. The top six teams drew a lot of votes and many are very 
excited to see how this week’s games play out.  
 
List of Advertisements: 

1. There is a list of game times in the Skyline Conference 
2. Fitch Shampoo advertises their new 3-minute wash for men 
3. Shows playing at the Tower Theaters are The Man in the Moon and Gina 
4. Zion’s Bookstore has over 5,000 new book titles 
5. The Utah Symphony is playing tonight! 
6. The Authentic Story of President Kennedy’s Wartime Adventures 
7. The Union Dance Committee is hosting an after game dance 
8. Dick Bennion is advertising the sales of his diamond rings.  



 
List of Photos and Cartoons: 

1. A photo of Ed Pine, Redskin Center is shown 
2. Fitch Shampoo shows a woman vacuuming a man’s hair 
3. The Utah Symphony has a cartoon drawing of the symphony in their spots 
4. There’s a picture of President Kennedy and a war boat 
5. Dick Bennion has a photo to promote his diamond ring sales 
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“Deadline Nears” 
 
“Utah to Honor Indian Poet with Film, Talk”: Rabindranath Tagore, India’s Nobel poet 
laureate is being honored tonight at 8:15 in Orson Spencer Hall Auditorium. Mr. H. B. Kulkarni 
will lead the program tonight. There will be documentaries on Tagore’s life along with displays 
of his poetry as he renowned Bengali poetry. He also founded the University of Shantiniketan. 
 
“Ute Professor to Discuss Belin Crisis”: Dr. Franze B. Shick will be recognized tonight at 6:45 
p.m. by the University Dinner Club. Professor Schick will speak on “Berlin, Doorway to Death?” 
He has traveled through Europe, East and West Germany and taught at the University of 
California and Free University of Berlin. He is the former editor of the Western Political 
Quarterly. 
 
“Senators Endorse Bill; Chronicle Under Fire”: University apportionment figures were 
approved by ASUU on Wednesday. The price of faculty activity cards will be $15 now instead 
of $20 due to idealism and practicality. The idea is that it’s a bonus to “underpaid teachers.” 
These same ideas were the reason many opposed the bill including practicality. Peggy Kunz, the 
Student Activities representative spoke on a recent survey stating the results that 70 approved the 
bill and 28 opposed it.  
 
“Two-Stage Rocket Orbits; Boston Crash Injuries 15” 
 
“The Weekly Cocktail Party Just Might Not Be So Bad” by Combined Chronicle and 
Associated Press: Come to a cocktail party to get away from your troubles! According to Dr. 
Georgio Lolli, many go to weekend trips to live in the realities of studies. Alcoholic drinks can 
help live realistically and other benefits of cocktail hour are relaxation and socialization. Snacks 
will be available due to Dr. Lolli’s studies which show going to a cocktail party in a state of 
fatigue and starvation could be a mistake. 
 
“Tax Institute to Explore Money Fields”: The annual Tax institute will be hosted by the 
University accounting program on Friday and Saturday. Sam Butler, CPA from Denver will 



speak about “Employee Fringe Benefits.” Hal R. Waldo will talk about “Problems we will meet 
and Tax Implications of the New Utah Corporation Code. “James M. Russell, CPA and director 
of the Washington Tax Bureau is discussing tax developments. 
 
“Film to Air Negro Problem”:Today at 3:30 p.m. in the Union Little Theater, problems of the 
college-educated negro will be presented sponsored by the Campus Christian Fellowship. 
Following the film, the U.S. Commission of Civil Rights will hold a discussion.  
 
“Utes Donate 269 Pints; Blood Drive Ends Today”: Chief nurse Carolyn Wheeler claims “We 
are very pleased with the cooperation to date that has been demonstrated in promotion of this 
blood drive.” 157 pints were donate in 1 day bringing the total to 269 pints donated. Students and 
Faculty can donate from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Union. The event is sponsored by the Army and 
Air Force Corps. 
 
List of Advertisements: 
None  
 
List of Photos and Cartoons: 
None 
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“Remarkable Showing”: The American Red Cross blood drive has had a huge student turn out. 
269 students have donated so far. The program is dependent on blood donations as there is a 
shortage of blood. Students are urged to continue participating as the schools goal is to donate 
500 pints by the end of the event. 
 
“Italian Teaching System Realizes Student Needs” by Beniamino Fait: In Italy, it has 
become apparent that there is no end to the precise differentiation of pupils. There isn’t a great 
difference between individualization of education and the practice of class-teaching. Class sizes 
will be kept small and the student-teacher ratio will be about 25-1. 
 
“Periscape ‘61” by Lois Beaudoin: U.S. students are known for their apathy and lack of 
interest in the world around them. It’s becoming clear that many students are not as apathetic as 
people see. A conference in New York was set up by students over the past 3 weeks and 1500 
students attended the event. Representatives from Nigeria, Ireland, the Philippines and Russia 
were present. The conference was about how to avoid war.   
 
“Letters to the Editor” 
 
List of Advertisements: 



1. Little Man on Campus  
2. The Daily Utah Chronical advertises that they publish their paper Monday-Friday all 

school year except for test week 
 
List of Photos and Cartoons: 

3. Little Man on Campus has 3 cartoon men walking and talking 
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Articles: 
 
“Will ‘O the Wisp’ Theme Union After Game Dance”: There will be a dance on Saturday 
after the football game. The theme is Will O’ the Wisp. Tickets are $1.25 per couple and students 
from both Utah and Utah State are invited. 
 
“‘Talent Showcase’ Planned for Union Ballroom”: Live Talent Committee is presenting a 
Talent Showas at noon and 1 p.m. Students will not be excused from their regular classes, the 
event is free. Applications are still available for talent acts and auditions are every Friday from 2-
5. Students are encouraged to apply. 
 
“AWS Honors Engle, Coed”: Judy Brown is being honored by the Associated Women Students 
for Women’s Week. She is a civil engineering student who transferred from the University of 
Wyoming with a 3.92 GPA. 
 
“Calling U” 
 
List of Advertisements: 

1. The Union Dance Committee is hosting a dance after the game 
2. Ashtonian Corner 5th and State and the motto is “Home of the big scooner!” 
3. Oxford Shop is promoting their men’s shoes 
4. Sigma Alpha Epsilon is taunting the Chromicul for mis spelling words 
5. Mount Majestic Manor hosts a College Night at Bright Every Friday Night for $5 
6. Tower Theaters is showing The Truth and Gina 
7. Utonian 62 is promoting Realism for $6 

 
List of Photos and Cartoons: 

1. Theres a photo of Judy brown 
2. The Talen Showcase shows a photo of Bonnie Bates rehearsing  
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Articles: 
 
“Ute Coach Selected UPI ‘Coach of Week”: University of Utah football coach Ray Nagel is 
named Coach of the Week by the Press. This is due to his leadership f the team to upset Colorado 
and win 21-12 this past weekend. Nigel believes defense is just as important as offense and 
focuses on this with his team. He claims team effort is the key to victory.  
 
“Inter-Service Triathalon Begins Tonight”: The Trialthalon competition is tonight with the 
Army, Navy and Air Force ROTC cadets. The triathalon with consist of swimming, 
marksmanship and cross country. Marksmanship and Cross Country sections will be held during 
the winter and spring. There isn’t a limit for number of cadets that can enter but only the top 
three men’s scores will be used. 
 
List of Advertisements: 
None 
 
List of Photos and Cartoons: 

1. A photo of Ray Nage, Utah’s football coach is shown as coach of the week 
2. A woman is shown teaching a young girl who is painting 
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“U ‘Well --- Fixed” With Grants”: Utah administration claimed that the University of Utah is 
“well-fixed” will federal monies and grants. This followed John A. Perkins the president of the 
University of Delaware speaking about universities being “shortchanged” for tax dollars. There 
are four sources that colleges can get grant money from and it’s estimated that grants will make 
up about 15-20 percent of University income. 
 
“Noted Stars to Appear in University Production”: The Captains and the Kings will be 
produced with five different Hollywood, Broadway and University starts. Dana Andrews, 
Charlie Ruggles, Peter Graves, Conrad Nagel and Lee Grant will be preforming November 20, 
211, 22 at 8:30 and there will be a matinee on Wednesday at 2:30. Tickets are $4 for evening 
performances and $3 for matinee showings, there won’t be a student discount.  
 
“U Blood Drive Ends with Count in Red”: The Blood Drive has ended and the Utes barely 
missed their goal of 500 pints ending with 474 pints. Carolyn Wheeler, chief nurse feels that the 
University did meet its quota because so many people will benefit from the blood collected. 
Although we didn’t get over 500 pints, many people had to be turned away at the end of the drive 
because there were still so many people who wanted to donate. Trophies will be awarded soon. 
 



“NSA Features ‘Spotlight’ In Newsletter”: The University of Utah Union’s Spotlight program 
is being featured this month by the National Student Association. The goal of the spotlight is to 
acknowledge universities for their innovative work and can bring pride to that school. Along 
with the University of Utah, Brazil is getting a spotlight as well. 
 
“Cork Room Nears Completion?” by Lois Ford: The Cork Room is a new comfortable, 
modern lounge room for students. As soon as it is finished, it will be a great place for students 
and their friends to handout and relax. Though the past 2 senior classes have donated a lot of 
money towards it, 6 to 8 thousand dollars are needed to finish it. When it’s finished, it will free 
up room in the cafeteria and huddle claims Gwen Anderson. Ernie Ford claims, “It would be a 
great service to the University if this year’s Senior Class could see its way clear to giving money 
for the completion of the Cork room this year.” 
 
“Pres. Kennedy Led U.S. Mourning for Mr. Sam” by Associated Press: People from all over 
the world were in Bonham Texas today to hear the Speaker of the House, Sam Rayburn. Sam 
passed away early Thursday morning so President Kennedy led the nation in remembering Mr. 
Rayburn claiming that the U.S. lost a devoted citizen. 
 
“Civil Rights Receive Exec Attention”: The Executive Council meeting revolved around the 
Civil Liberties project led by Ralph Thomson. Members have been carefully screened and their 
duties range. If a decision is to be made based on someone’s race, the commission will try to 
dissuade the merchant. Other volunteers are Steve Brockbank and Bonnie Anderson. 
 
“Pen Deadline” 
 
List of Advertisements: 
None 
 
List of Photos and Cartoons: 

1. A photo of the University Production team is shown for The Captain and the Kings 
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Articles: 
 
“The Magic Touch”: Dean of Women, Dr. Virginia Frobes speaks about the magic touch for 
Women’s Week. She is very passionate about two things; her femininity and her intellectual 
abilities. Dr. Frobes claims that women are both appreciated and resented for their intelligence as 
the number of working women grow and as it becomes more normal for women to attend 
college. She hopes that one day, women can be looked at as a person in her own right. 
 
“Symphony Review” by George Butsikares: An Outdoor Overture by the Utah Symphony 
opened Wednesday. The Symphony has worked hard and has portrayed the story beautifully. 



Both the Orchestra and Conductor had amazing timing. Modern touches were mixed in and it 
made the program very enjoyable. 
 
“Hitchhiking Through Europe”: Ralph P. Vanderheide traveled through the Southern Part of 
Spain. He learned a lot about the Spanish culture like the lack of transportation and the need for 
new roads. He met many amazing people like Ursy, a Swiss girl who loved to sing and yodel. 
They stopped at many different villages and got to experience many different things like the 
Mediterranean Sea and interacting with Monkeys.  
 
“Women of Significance”: May women deserve to be honored during Women’s Week for their 
accomplishments, dedication, knowledge and pursuit of intellectual interests. Dean Frobes 
claims that it is disappointing that so many scholarships are based on GPA rather than other 
accomplishments that some don’t necessarily consider “scholarly.” All University students can 
share different characteristics and encourages all to enjoy the creative works of our civilization. 
 
List of Advertisements: 

1. Classified Ads for roommates, and a portable sewing machine 
 
List of Photos and Cartoons: 

1. There’s a cartoon drawing of Ralph Vanderheide backpacking through Europe 
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Articles: 
None 
 
List of Advertisements: 

1. ZXMI promotes the American Look and showcases their new clothing pieces  
 
List of Photos and Cartoons: 

1. There are three cartoon woman dressed in today’s fashion with different pieces that 
they’re wearing highlighted with purchasing information 
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Articles: 
 
“Names in the News” 
 



“Army Sponsors Plan Surprise”: A surprise auction will be held tonight at 5:15 p.m. by the 
Army ROTC. Home-made candy will be auctioned off along with cake and other food items 
according to Kathleen Mugleston. Mystery packages will also be up for auction and cadets won’t 
know what they contain until after purchase. The money will go to buying new Sponsor 
uniforms. There might be something big and exciting in one of the packages according to rumor.  
 
“Ph Eta Sigma”: The national freshman honorary fraternity held a dinner with Dr. Robert 
Kadesch from the physics department.  Curtis R. Coulam, George W. Ekins, Larry A. Evans and 
Douglaas R. Haddock were the new member pledges and will be allowed to continue in the 
fraternity for their four years of college as long as they maintain a 3.5 GPA. 
 
“Will O’ the Wisp” 
 
List of Advertisements: 

1. Union Dance Committee hosts a dance after the game 
2. Oxford Shop promotes their men’s shoes 
3. Hygeia is advertising their location for ice skate winters, Jud & Karate Swim Summers 
4. The Bell Telephone Companies Salute: Steve Banks 

 
List of Photos and Cartoons: 

1. There is a photo of Steve Banks 
2. Army Sponsors for Women’s Week are shown 

 
 


